CLOUD MAN PUPPET version 1
Recommended Time Frame :
1 hour Nursery (with one adult helper per 5 children)
1 hour P1 – P2

MATERIALS

Garden Stick – 17.5 cm
Polystyrene ball 60mm ( to make different colours - pre prepare
and paint with acrylic paint)
Or Ping pong ball
Card for Stencils
Good quality paper – white or coloured cut into circles
Approx15cm diameter, with a line drawn to centre.
Very small circles cut – approx size of 2p piece.
Small pom poms
Cellotape
Glue Dots
Black Sharpie or Felt tip pen
Pencil, Rubber, Scissors
Matchsticks

Lengths of string approx 20cm long.
METHOD
1. Choose a colour of paper and select a large paper circle.
2. Cut along the line, stopping the middle of the circle.

3. Push the ends together to make a cone and tape.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Choose a polystyrene ball and length of garden stick
Push the stick into the head
Select a pom pom for a nose. Attach a glue dot and stick to head.
With the marker pen draw on eyes.

8. Select one circle to make the ears and four circles to make the hands
and feet.

9. Cut one circle in half and tape matchsticks to each half. Push into the
sides of the head.

10. Push stick into the top of the cone. (can snip off the top to make a hole)
11. Make a stopper with cellotape so body doesn’t slide off the stick.

12. take a length of string and cellotape two circles onto each end to make
arms and hands.
13. Tie in a knot around the neck of the puppet.

13. Finally add the two remaining circles to the bottom of the puppet to make
feet.

VARIATIONS
Introduce more 3d shapes for bodies, hands and feet and hats

Provide different cut-out shapes for feet, hands and ears to make different
creatures.
Use pattern and colour and texture to create imaginary creatures and
animals..

